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Summary

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) includes a selection of neurodevelopmental disorders

that are seen to be highly heritable. Core symptoms of ASD are repetitive obsessive

behavior as well as deficits in communication and social interaction. Besides these

characteristics, there are many comorbidities observed, including many of the

psychiatric disorders. ASD presents itself as a heritable disorder with many negative

consequences, its steady prevalence is therefore paradoxical. To find out why ASD still

exists, the origin of ASD as well as exposure to evolutionary forces on ASD will be

assessed in this thesis.

Explanations for the origin of ASD alleles were found in imbalances of genomic

imprinting in genes involved with ASD. Another finding indicated codependence of ASD

alleles with intelligence genes to be of importance in ASD origin. Concerning the

evolutionary theories hypothesizing why ASD is still around, intertwinement with

intelligence and adaptive strategies were discussed. Intelligence was seen to possibly

indirectly provide benefits to ASD, while behavioral patterns seen in ASD might have

directly led to benefits via specific strategies. These theories provide insightful

perspectives on ASD, even in our current society. nevertheless, can they explain only

part of the research question. Because of the multifactorial nature of ASD, further

research is needed to better understand this complex disorder.
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Introduction

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a collection of neurodevelopmental disorders that

are established as highly heritable (Tick et. al., 2015). The prevalence of ASD seems to

be increasing, with the Swedish study by Idring et. al. concluding an increase of almost

250% from 2001 to 2011 (Idring et. al., 2014). Remarkable statistics arise when

subdividing the increase in diagnosis per intelligence quotient (IQ) category. Where

cases of ASD with an intellectual disability only increased by approximately 20%, ASD

cases with functional or even elevated IQ increased in prevalence by an impactful 700%

(Idring et. al., 2014). This IQ-dependent increase can likely be attributed to the

enhanced detection of current healthcare, resulting in the identification of milder and

better-hidden cases as well. This leads to the conception that the actual prevalence of

ASD is still underrepresented. Another factor in the steady increase in the prevalence of

diagnosis likely concerns changes in diagnostic criteria (Chiarotti & Venerosi, 2020).

The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM) V states multiple required symptoms for

ASD in each of the following categories: Social interaction deficits, impaired

communication, and restricted repetitive behavioral patterns (APA, 2013). These

criteria are more inclusive than the criteria described in the previous version, the DSM

IV (Kim et. al., 2014). There is a highly variable landscape of phenotypes associated with

ASD, with a wide array of possible symptoms (Stevens et. al., 2019). These different

ways ASD can show itself are debated to be either caused by distinct sub-variants or as a

consequence of a severity gradient (Syriopoulou-Delli & Papaefstathiou, 2018). Current

literature cannot decisively state which of the two is true. Studies investigating ASD

phenotypes do make it clear that the effects and impact of ASD on an individual are

dependent on the severity of the disorder (Matson et. al., 2008). Whether this severity is

the result of a more or less severe subvariant or a severity gradient is not of importance.

The conclusive message resides in the fact that ASD can show very differently according

to its severity, therefore it is important to take the severity of ASD into account when

theorizing.

The behavioral characteristics, as described in the DSM V criteria, often result in a

serious impact on the life of ASD-diagnosed individuals. Reported are both reduced

survival rate and quality of life (Mouridsen et. al., 2008; Woolfenden et. al., 2012;

DaWalt et. al., 2019; Lin & Huang, 2017). Furthermore, the extensive network of

comorbidities is also becoming more evident, due to the improvement of analysis

methods. Common comorbidities of ASD include intellectual disability, sleep

disturbances, and epilepsy (Kohane et. al., 2012). Comorbid psychological conditions

include, but are not limited to: anxiety, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD),

obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD), and depression (Khachadourian et. al., 2023). An

overview of the comorbidities, including the ties with core morbidities, can be found in

Figure 1.
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Figure 1, core clinical features and comorbidities associated with ASD. Figure originated from

Klinger & Dudley, 2019 (Klinger & Dudley, 2019).

The etiology of ASD is identified to a limited extent, due to its extremely complicated

and intricate interplay with various processes. It is known that besides its hereditary

side, there are also environmental, developmental, and epigenetic influences (Sealey et.

al., 2016; Willsey & State, 2015; Kubota & Mochizuki, 2016). Irrespective of this

multifactorial cause, twin studies consistently elucidate the strong hereditary

characteristics of ASD (Tick et. al., 2015). A meta-analysis by Tick et. al. estimated the

role of heritability in explaining causal factors of ASD between 64-91%(Tick et. al.,

2015). The numbers provided by this meta-analysis clearly show the high heritability

seen in the disorder.

Thus, ASD presents itself as a disorder with serious morbidity, including vast

comorbidities, while also conveying high heritability. The combination of heritability

and morbidity exposes the disorder to evolutionary forces acting through natural

selection and adaptation (Philosophy of Biology, 2010). These forces rarefy the

prevalence of said disorder over time, if not eradicate it, as a consequence of its reduced

fitness. According to these evolutionary principles, ASD should decline in prevalence

over time. ASD unexpectedly shows to be steadily prevalent. Research shows that ASD

alleles have been exposed to strong and complex evolutionary forces, and thereby strong

selection (Tsur et. al., 2016). Hence, this observed prevalence cannot be explained by a
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lack of evolutionary pressure. There must be a reason why ASD can escape the

consequences of these evolutionary forces. With the aforementioned

higher-than-expected prevalence, some forms of ASD may even indicate to be selected

for by evolution. So regardless of the negative effects of ASD alleles, there must be a

reason why the genes are still prevalent in our current society.

This thesis will discuss the current conceptions regarding the paradoxical prevalence of

ASD, taking two perspectives into account. Firstly, the thesis focuses on the origin of

ASD and assesses whether the involved alleles are inevitably incorporated into the

population genetics. This could be accomplished via interactions with other mechanisms

or even with other genes that are advantageous. Secondly, this thesis assesses the

possible advantages of ASD throughout time, localizing any direct advantages the

disorder may provide. For instance, a specific mating strategy. Here, the behavioral

patterns seen in ASD can contribute to the success of the strategy, leading to an addition

of fitness. This concludes the following research question: What could be the origin of

ASD and why does ASD remain prevalent in human society throughout time?

Putting together theories answering the question is important, as it will expand the

knowledge currently available about ASD, especially focusing on why this disorder is

still around. This perspective is valuable, as it highlights the opportunities where ASD

can be advantageous, or connected to advantageous traits. Furthermore, the origin of

ASD will be assessed as to its interactions with and evolution of other biological

processes. This provides a perspective of ASD as an essential component in the

development of modern human society. Lastly, will the observation of ASD throughout

time allow for illumination of its prospects in the future, i.e. will ASD persist in our

society?

Chapter 0, ASD genetics background

This chapter provides an overview of the mechanisms that the genes involved in ASD

are exposed to. It illustrates the complexity of the involved genetics, consequently

leading to complex expression of its behavioral symptoms and varying severity. Three

mechanisms seen to be present in ASD will be discussed: heterogeneity, polygenicity,

and epistasis.

Heterogeneity

Heterogeneity refers to a characteristic where multiple variations are present. ASD

comprises phenotypic as well as genetic heterogeneity. The phenotypic heterogeneity of

ASD has been established in this thesis, by emphasizing the variation in symptoms as

well as severity (Warrier et. al., 2022). Genetic heterogeneity is seen as a phenomenon

where variation of genetic makeup can cause the same disorder (An & Claudianos,2016).

The number of genes that are found to be associated with ASD seems to be increasing.
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This is, in part, a consequence of novel gene analysis techniques (Alonso-Gonzalez et.

al., 2019). Different research groups assess the number of genes involved in ASD

according to their own parameters, so a consensus on the amount of ASD-involved

genes is lacking (Schaaf et. al., 2020). Nevertheless, multiple hundreds of involved

genes are conventionally identified through all of these studies investigating ASD

genetics. So the genetic makeup of ASD involves hundreds of specific alleles. A study by

Wei et. al., compared 31 meta-analyses that aimed to identify consistent ASD

alleles(Wei et. al., 2021). Only one allele was consistently seen throughout all studies,

with four other alleles showing inconsistent but still significant presence. The remaining

involved genes did not show consistent ASD allele presence throughout ASD-diagnosed

individuals. This means that there are many different ASD genotypes that do not share a

lot of similarities, as different studies did not report genotype consistency (Wei et. al.,

2021). Therefore, many variations of genetic makeup can all produce ASD. These results

indicate an extremely high level of genetic heterogeneity. Variants in genetic

architecture naturally lead to variation in phenotypes, and in the case of ASD, also

severity.

Polygenicity

Polygenic disorders are classified according to the requirement of multiple genetic

factors to be involved in their etiology. ASD is not only heterogeneous but also

encompasses a polygenic architecture (Choi & An, 2021). Therefore, there are not only

multiple genetic variants that can give rise to ASD, these variants also have to consist of

multiple genes to be able to convey ASD. This means that the genes involved in ASD

play a small role on their own, and only together make up the disorder. Disorders with a

polygenic architecture are likely to comprise genes of which some are pleiotropic and

contribute also to traits with beneficial effects (Ploeger & Galis, 2011). Pleiotropic genes

are genes that affect more than one phenotypic trait. The many involved genes that are

also frequently seen to be pleiotropic, can explain the great variety in phenotypes and

severity of ASD. To conclude, ASD is a polygenic disorder, the manifestation of which

occurs according to many involved genes.

Epistasis

Epistasis encompasses all types of gene x gene effects, commonly referred to as gene

interactions. The genes associated with ASD are frequently suspected to interact with

other genes in the form of epistatic interactions (Ploeger & Galis, 2011; Mitra et. al.,

2017). There are several lines of evidence supporting the presence of these interactions.

Firstly, epistasis is a common and natural factor of polygenic and neuropsychiatric

disorders (Lvovs et. al., 2012; Webber, 2017). Then there are the many comorbidities

and large variations in comorbidity associated with ASD. These can be explained by, and

even traced to, epistatic interactions (Ploeger & Galis, 2011; Bishop, 2010). A study that

reported language impairment as a consequence of gene x gene interaction between
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ASD genes in a simulation serves as an example (Bishop, 2010). Lastly, many of the

genes involved in ASD are reported to be tightly intertwined with other genetic clusters,

in particular the makeup of IQ (Wang et. al., 2013). Epistasis is the proposed

mechanism by which this intertwinement takes place (Ploeger & Galis, 2011). To

elucidate the theory, genes involved in ASD interact epistatically with genes involved

with intelligence, thereby affecting each other's functioning. This may contribute to a

dependency, or intertwinement, between these interacting genes to maintain the

functioning as is. These intricate interactions between IQ and ASD will be more

elaborately discussed in the next chapter. The collective evidence for the presence of

epistasis even introduces the notion that this principle has been an important factor in

the evolutionary trajectory of ASD (Ploeger & Galis, 2011).

Figure 2, created with BioRender.com. A visual summary of the discussed mechanisms.

Chapter 1, Where do the ASD alleles come from

Chapter 0 concerned only the situation once the specific alleles associated with ASD are

present. It discussed how these alleles come together to result in ASD. In this chapter,

the theories about mechanisms that produce these alleles will be articulated.
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Imbalanced imprinting

When analyzing the genes playing a role in ASD, an overlapping characteristic becomes

apparent. A large portion of ASD genes are subjected to parental imprinting (Li et. al.,

2020). Parental imprinting refers to sex-specific epigenetic inactivation of one of the

two alleles representing a gene (Reik & Walter, 2001). So for these imprinted genes, a

male only expresses the paternal copy while a female only expresses the maternal copy.

Thus, the total expression pattern is now determined solely by the genetics of one of the

parents, thereby only one allele. This mechanism leads to parent-of-origin effects and

enhanced mutative risk (Ryan & Heron, 2023). Many of these genes are found to be

important in neuronal and brain development (Davies et. al., 2005). The evolutionary

reasoning behind the existence of this epigenetic mechanism addresses a tug-of-war

hypothesis (Moore, 1991). This hypothesis centralizes the different optimum expression

patterns for mother and father, referring to the expression of the imprinted genes in

their child. Imbalanced imprinting has recently been a frequently proposed causal

mechanism of ASD, as the relation between ASD and imprinting is being better

elucidated (Ryan & Heron, 2023; Badcock & Crespi, 2006). Additional evidence for the

role of imprinting in ASD refers to disorders comorbid with ASD, which are caused by

imbalanced imprinting (Grafodatskaya et. al., 2010). The most well-known of these

comorbid disorders are Prader-Willi and Angelman syndrome, both caused by

imprinting errors. Lastly, strong epistatic interactions are reported with imprinted

genes in the brain (Patten et. al., 2016). In conclusion, distorted imprinting and the

epistatic interactions of these imprinted genes may alter neurodevelopment in a way

that results in ASD.
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Figure 3, created with BioRender.com. Visual overview of imprinting imbalances seen in ASD. In this

figure, suppression of the maternal allele was taken as standard. This can just as well be the paternal

allele, as the mechanism makes no distinction between these alleles.

Interactions with intelligence

Intelligence is a concept bearing much meaning, as there is hardly one true definition of

the word. The articles cited in this paper foremostly define intelligence according to

various cognitive processes measured in a verbal-perceptual-rotation model (VPR)

(Johnson & Bouchard Jr, 2005). This model assesses specific sorts of cognitive abilities,

including comprehension, perception, and verbal capabilities. The model tests similar

aspects of the brain as the IQ test. Often, these methods for measuring intelligence are

interchangeably used. This is done with the notion that intelligence refers most

primarily to cognitive abilities, thereby centralizing how well a specific brain area

executes its functions. The definition of intelligence handled in this thesis refers to the

average cognitive ability of the brain, not accounting for differences in ability between

specific brain regions.

ASD and intelligence seem to have a strongly intertwined genetic basis (Rao et. al.,

2022). As mentioned in the introduction, the established interplay has shifted in

dynamics over time. The original consensus portrayed ASD to affect IQ only in a

negative sense, increasing the prevalence of intellectual disorders. Recent findings have
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however decidedly shown that ASD skews IQ both to the lower and to the higher end

(Wolff et. al., 2022). ASD is characterized by uneven brain development, leading to large

variations in abilities between different cognitive functions within an ASD-diagnosed

individual (The Neuropsychology of Autism, 2011). This has complex effects on IQ, as

some parts of the brain might be classified as better developed than the average while

others remain underdeveloped. This leads to the IQ of individuals with ASD varying per

case and making the concrete interplay mechanism less clear (The Neuropsychology of

Autism, 2011). So regardless of the strong correlation and overlap between genes

involved in intelligence and ASD, the nature of the relationship remains unknown.

There are several theories implementing interactions with intelligence to explain the

origin of ASD. ASD has been suggested as a by-product of intelligence (Pickard et. al.,

2011). Nonetheless, there are also studies performed that indicate a causal role of ASD

in the development of intelligence, suggesting the co-emergence of intelligence and ASD

alleles (Crespi, 2016; Leisman et. al., 2022). This argumentation is supported by the

involvement of ASD alleles in brain development. Here the “chicken and egg problem” is

mentioned, referring to atypical brain development and atypical behavior (Leisman et.

al., 2022). Thus facing the following problem: is the atypical ASD behavior a

consequence of the abnormal brain development that rose due to intelligence, or has

intelligence risen from the abnormal brain development provided by ASD? Which came

first, and thereby initiated the other, cannot be said according to the current knowledge

available. In all of the theories discussed above, the origin of alleles involved in ASD is

seen to be a consequence of its interactions with intelligence.

A large general population cohort study found a positive correlation between polygenic

ASD risk and intelligence, stating that individual ASD alleles contribute positively to

intelligence (Clarke et. al., 2015). Once more, this emphasizes this deep intertwinement

of intelligence and ASD. It also opens up the hypothesis that the intelligence aspect of

ASD alleles relieves evolutionary pressure, as it provides some aspect of positive

selection. Theories regarding ASD and intelligence will be more elaborately discussed

from an evolutionary perspective in the next chapter.

Chapter 2, Why did the ASD alleles persist in our society

The previous chapter discussed some of the many theories speculating where the

original alleles involved with ASD came from. Disrupted imprinting and intricate

interactions with intelligence were established as probable mechanisms for the creation

of these ASD alleles. This chapter will build on this foundation, i.e. the presence of

alleles involved with ASD, to hypothesize evolutionary theories about their maintenance

in the population throughout time. Two approaches will be taken. One assessing

possible indirect beneficial factors via intelligence and one looking at feasible direct

advantages of ASD.
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Intelligence

There are two important points to consider when taking an evolutionary approach to the

aforementioned intelligence and ASD intertwinement. The first relates to the notion of

extreme complexity in the formation and evolution of intelligence (Bouchard Jr, 2014).

The second point emphasizes again the intricate but prominent interplay between genes

involved in intelligence and ASD (Rao et. al., 2022). Keeping these principles in mind,

there are several theories discussing the shared evolutionary trajectory ASD and

intelligence could have taken. All theories assume that the emergence of intelligence has

been a beneficial characteristic, and therefore spread (McNally et. al., 2012).

The first theory bases on the uneven brain development seen in ASD. Dysregulation of

development seems to allow for specific brain areas to excel compared to the general

population (Crespi, 2016). This supposedly allowed for pioneering by ASD to create

alternate investment in the brain development of certain regions. If enlargement of this

region was deemed more beneficial at the time than the burdens of ASD, genetic

makeup leading to the larger brain area might be maintained as a variant in the

population. The hypothesis is supported by a study simulating incomplete selection,

findings showed that ASD-involved alleles were positively selected for (Polimanti &

Gelernter, 2017). Specifically, genes involved in neurogenesis and cognitive ability. The

theory transcends the evolution of intelligence and might take part in explaining the

evolution of cognitive enhancement in all regions affected by ASD. Since the theory

bases on the burdens of ASD being lower than the benefits of intelligence, mild ASD is

the most realistic to fulfill this criterion, as it has the least burdens.

A second theory introduces the concept of freeloading. This theory centralizes

maintenance and therefore benefit of the ASD alleles individually, rather than the

disorder altogether. It states that because of the epistatic and polygenic nature of ASD,

many of the genes can present themselves in the form of “ASD alleles” without causing

pathology (Ploeger & Galis, 2011). And because the ASD-involved genes have so much

overlap with intelligence genes, the ASD alleles might be selected for. Evidence for this

resides in the fact that polygenic ASD risk has been positively correlated with IQ, as

previously mentioned (Clarke et. al., 2015). Then ASD is just the result of an extremely

unlucky combination of all the involved genes together, while a near ASD state is still

favored due to its ties with intelligence.

Strategy-related fitness benefits

A crucial consideration to make when theorizing about the direct benefits of ASD relates

to the severity of the disorder. As seen in the introduction, the severity of the disorder

determines for a large part how impactful the disorder is. Therefore, more severe cases

of ASD are increasingly detrimental to an individual, to the point where they cannot
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look after themselves. In all to be mentioned theories in this paragraph, the presence of

ASD should be considered as a mild case, to be able to maintain the credibility of the

theories.

There are many foreseeable situations where ASD may have had beneficial prospects.

Many of the theories are implemented as advantageous solely because of strategic

choices. One of them is titled ‘The solitary forager hypothesis’ (Reser, 2011). Here the

behavioral profile seen in ASD is centralized, with the hypothesis that reduced social

behavior is accompanied by obsessive tendencies towards foraging. This combination

results in a completely independent individual, a strategy that might flourish due to

probable periodical circumstances. These circumstances include, amongst others, times

of food scarcity and local war. The theory stresses "partially solitary” as the most

plausible dynamic, due to the necessity of mating. As a consequence, it attributes

possible advantages only to mild ASD. More severe cases are explained by the article as

a consequence of assortative mating in ASD.

Argumentation of a second theory takes on a mating strategy, proposing maintenance of

ASD through sexual selection via mate choice (Giudice et. al., 2010). The primary

conceptions are based again on the behavioral patterning of ASD, highlighting a highly

specific mating strategy. The male strategy, contrary to the conventional, allegedly

comprises long-term resource allocation, high parental investment, and low mating

effort. So, this strategy comprises relatively high paternal care, as well as reliability, as

there is low mating effort. This strategy can be successful in humans if recognized and

trusted by a female, as paternal care is beneficial for the female.

A third theory points out the unorthodox way associations are made between and about

personal possessions (Spikins et. al., 2018). There is less of a tendency towards

attaching relational or conceptual meaning to their possessions, leaving more

attachment to the practical use of this possession. This necessity for an object to be of

practical use may have had a selective advantage in the development of the modern

human.

There are many remaining theories that acknowledge the neurodiversity beared by ASD

in their argumentation of advantages. This argument stands strong especially in the

distant past, as back then, humans had many concepts to endeavor, figure out, and learn

that we currently take for granted. ASD could have been vital in the development of the

modern human and our many, now common and realized, concepts (Spikins, 2009).

Alternative thinking, as provided by ASD, can be of aid in e.g. the discovery of music and

art, but also rulemaking and social order (Masataka, 2020; Spikins, 2013).
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All of the hypotheses noted above are not mutually exclusive, therefore the validity of

one does not question the credibility of the other. Extended integration of the various

theories discussed can be found in the next chapter.

Chapter 3, Integration

Up until now, scientific literature was brought together to argue individual findings and

theories. This was done to explain either the emergence of ASD genetics or the

maintenance of the disorder overall. This chapter aims to integrate these individual

points into an overview of the trajectory of ASD, from its origin to its passage through

time.

Summary

ASD is a highly multifactorial disorder with a large but complex genetic architecture.

The genetic side of the etiological package is polygenic, heterogeneous, and highly

epistatic. These characteristics are the consequence of the genetic mechanisms

producing ASD-involved alleles. There are many of these genetic mechanisms proposed,

two of which are articulated in this thesis. As discussed, the creation of ASD-involved

alleles can be the result of improper genomic imprinting or an interaction with genes

involved in intelligence. Several evolutionary theories were raised, regarding the

maintenance of the alleles in the population once they are present. The first theory

expands on the prominent interaction with the beneficial intelligence genes, while the

latter theories all pursue potential direct advantages ASD brings. Severity seems to be of

underlying importance in all these theories, as the theories appear more applicable in

the milder cases.

Integration of intelligence theories

The intelligence-related theories are the most straightforward to band together. The

alleles involved in ASD emerged alongside intelligence and came to be partly due to this

evolution of intelligence. This genetic intertwinement, with many epistatic interactions

between ASD and intelligence-involved genes, has influenced the evolutionary trajectory

of both phenotypes. As the genes are dependent on each other, selective forces on either

of the phenotypes will affect the other. Thereby, the genetic ties between intelligence

and ASD constrict evolution to act on the cumulative effects of these two phenotypes

where they overlap, rather than as their own trait. This has led to a substantial amount

of theories incorporating the positive effects of intelligence to explain the maintenance

of ASD.

Integration of genetic and evolutionary theories

Distorted genomic imprinting and strategy-related evolutionary theories do not seem to

be connected. Their presence is however a necessity for the other theory to be credible,

establishing an indirect connection. Evolutionary theories require a genetic mechanism
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that conveys the specific alleles through generations. Vice versa, for the genetic

mechanism, evolutionary selection is requisite too. The specific alleles only hold

meaning in case they exert an effect on the environment and fitness. So, while this

codependency of the genetic and evolutionary mechanisms does not require the specific

theories discussed, they do require some mechanism to be there. With respect to this

explanation, anomalies in genomic imprinting may actually directly cause the changes

in the brain that lead to the altered behavioral patterns discussed. If and to what extent

this correlation exists, can however only be formulated as speculation with current

literature.

Timeline

It is important to give thought to the evolutionary timeline and define which theory is

applicable where. Genomic imprinting is a mechanism present throughout mammals,

thereby this principle could very well have been a factor in the evolution of ASD

(Sleutels & Barlow, 2002). This also holds true for intelligence-related origin theories.

As intelligence and ASD likely co-emerged, intelligence is seen to be an important factor

in the origin and evolutionary maintenance of ASD. The role of intelligence has been

subjected to change over time, as societal structure came to be. More on this can be

found in the next paragraph, where all theories are placed in the current society and

assessed for applicability.

Lastly, the strategy-related theories, which are harder to pinpoint timescale-wise.

Archeological records estimate the origin of ASD to be in the Paleolithic, approximately

100.000 years ago (Spikins, 2013). This was a time with much development in both

societal structure and cognitive ability. The solitary forager hypothesis requires foraging

as an important part of survival, which was seen to be the case at the proposed origin of

ASD and for a long time after (The Oxford Handbook of the Archaeology and

Anthropology of Hunter-Gatherers, 2014). Mating strategies will forever be under

pressure of sexual selection, therefore the ASD-related mating strategy was likely to be

credible at the origin of ASD and after. The advantages of this strategy depend on the

standard for paternal care, the lower the standard, the more attractive the high parental

care provided by ASD. In hunter-gatherers, paternal care has been hypothesized to be

present, but in relatively low proportions (Fatherhood, 2010). The remaining theories

point out the alternative brain development in ASD as an asset. All of these theories may

very well be applicable throughout the evolution of ASD (Spikins, 2013) To conclude,

each of the theories has been placed in a timeline that is in agreement with the timing of

the origin and maintenance of ASD. Therefore, the timing of ASD origin supports the

described effects the theories could have had on ASD.
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The current society

In this paragraph, it will be assessed whether the evolutionary theories are still

applicable in the current society, even though they were not proposed as such. This

could provide some illumination of the prospects of ASD and its prevalence.

In the distant past, an edge on cognitive ability could have had large advantages,

considering there were many optimizable concepts in our environment, such as tool use

(Tague, 2016). Nowadays, the environment has drastically changed, and intelligence has

not remained that strong of a selective marker (Međedović, 2017). As a result, theories

that account for the benefits of intelligence affecting ASD might face diminished validity

in the current society.

The strategy-dependent theories are more intricate to compare with our current society.

Whereas solitary foraging is no longer seen as an option, some of its associated

behaviors may still be of use in the current scenario. The repetitive and even obsessive

behavior might aid in a workforce where repetitive labor is demanded. A work field like

science, where some form of obsessive behavior can be beneficial, encompasses

ASD-diagnosed individuals at a higher-than-chance level (Wei et. al., 2012). The extent

to which these characteristics are generalizable, or even beneficial at all, is hard to say.

Therefore, further research should be executed, focusing specifically on theories about

ASD maintenance revolving around the situation at hand.

Several arguments can be made both for and against the mating strategy still being of

relevance. Mating has of course remained as an essential component of evolution,

thereby its evolutionary selective force should still be adequate. There is however a

higher standard of paternal care, likely to be a product of a shift from polygyny to

monogamy. This shift is estimated to have taken place approximately 5.000-10.000

years ago (Dupanloup et. al., 2003). Therefore, the mating strategy associated with ASD

was likely more warranted before this shift.

Discussion

This thesis aimed to answer the research question “What could be the origin of ASD and

why does ASD remain prevalent in human society throughout time?”. This was achieved

by addressing and integrating existing theories. Additionally, these theories were

expanded on where possible, according to updates in the literature. Key points made

regarding the origin of ASD alleles relate to the involvement of imbalanced genomic

imprinting and the intertwined nature of ASD alleles with intelligence genes. The key

points made regarding the maintenance of ASD throughout time involve positive

selection. This can be provided either by the dependence of intelligence on ASD or

adaptive strategies compatible with ASD behavioral patterns.
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One theory distinctly contradicted the consensus regarding the mechanism by which

intelligence may have aided in the development of ASD-involved alleles. The opposing

theory suggested ASD to be a byproduct of intelligence, while other theories attribute a

more intricate interplay to the ASD-intelligence interaction. The contradiction can be

explained by comparing the setup of the experiment. While the study perceiving ASD as

a byproduct took an archeological approach, all the others did not. This alternative

perspective can easily lead to differing interpretations and therefore outcomes.

Comparing the credibility of these hypotheses is not easily done, as the studies all

provide only limited evidence, which can potentially explain an unknown fraction of the

cause of ASD. The scientific literature is far from complete regarding this matter, further

research with more perspectives will need to be executed to better grasp the interaction

between intelligence and ASD.

Integration of all mentioned theories shows dependence, the genetic theories require

evolutionary transmission and the evolutionary theories require a genetic mechanism.

Most theories are also compatible with each other, likely because there are many sides

to ASD both genetically and phenotypically, which necessitates a multitude of involved

factors.

Throughout time, there has been a large change in standards regarding mating

strategies (Fatherhood, 2010; Dupanloup et. al., 2003). How the ASD mating strategy

can still be translated and assessed for its advantages, cannot be stated due to a lack of

research. ASD-related mating strategies in the current society should be incorporated

into future research, as they can provide valuable perspectives on ASD. After all, the

principle of sexual selection taken on by the original theory in this thesis is still relevant.

Evolutionary speaking, our current society is very young. The effects of it, e.g. sharply

improved healthcare, may not yet have exerted its evolutionary effects on ASD.

Therefore, assessment of accuracy for the theories placed in our current society can be

done only in the future, and are for now just hypothetical. Nevertheless, these theories

do provide a valuable perspective on ASD, and could further research be conducted

providing theories specifically designed for our current society.

Conclusion

Contributing factors to the origin of ASD are dysregulated genomic imprinting as well as

codependence with intelligence. Contributing factors to the maintenance of ASD

throughout time are indirect positive selection through codependence with intelligence

as well as direct positive selection through adaptive strategies. An important conception

relies on the extreme array of genetics as well as phenotypes involved in ASD. These

characteristics are a complication in answering the research question, as the answer will

15



always be incomplete. There are always more genetic mechanisms found capable of

generating ASD alleles. Similarly, there are always more phenotypes and ways the

phenotypes affected the total fitness of an individual with ASD in the past.
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